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This pocket guide to Florence features
highlights of the city, places of interest,
activities, accommodation, where to eat
out, entertainment and excursions. Each
entry cross references with the fold-out
maps. The highlights section gives
information on location and how to get
there, contact details, opening hours, entry
fees and tour details. Sightseeing chapters
cover places such as beaches, nature
reserves, historic buildings, galleries and
museums, parks and gardens, arranged in
dictionary form with contact details,
nearest metro stops, opening hours and
entry fees for each site. Activities chapters
feature sports, activities for children,
unusual activities unique to the city,
suggested routes for walking tours
(including map grid references, distance
and duration, and where to eat and drink)
and organized tours, while the shopping
chapters cover shops and markets.
Accommodation includes listings by area
and price category and the eating out
section covers the food of the region, as
well as listings of suggested venues by area
and price. The entertainment section
includes nightlife, music, theatre, festivals,
casinos, pubs and clubs, and spectator
sports. Excursions cross-reference with the
excursions map and include transport
options, distance, contact details, highlights
and where to eat and drink. Finally, a travel
tips section handles everything from
transport and money to personal safety and
etiquette.
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Best of Florence Tour with Skip the Line David & Duomo Buy your The Best of Florence Walking Tour with
Musement with our price match guarantee and secure booking. Get informed, plan and book your amazing Artviva:
The Original & Best Tours Italy (Florence): Top Tips Before Reserve a table for the best dining in Florence,
Province of Florence on TripAdvisor: See 596248 reviews of 2689 Florence restaurants and search by cuisine, The 10
Best Florence Tours - TripAdvisor Dont miss a thing on the Best of Florence Tour! Youll see Michelangelos David,
the Duomo, the Uffizi, and more, skipping lines with an expert guide! Florence Must-Dos -- National Geographics
Ultimate City Guides Yes, we know its almost impossible to condense the things to do in Florence in a list of 10! You
would need at least a couple of days to fully Best of Florence, Italy - Travel Channel Reserve a table for the best
dining in Florence, Province of Florence on TripAdvisor: See 596248 reviews of 2689 Florence restaurants and search
by cuisine, Best of Florence Tour Dark Rome Tours Top Florence Tours: See reviews and photos of tours in
Florence, Italy on TripAdvisor. Top 10 Things to Do in Florence Italy Travel Guide Read our guide to the best
attractions in Florence, as recommended by Telegraph Travel. Plan your trip with our expert reviews of the best The 10
Best Florence Tours - TripAdvisor Top Florence Museums: See reviews and photos of museums in Florence, Italy on
TripAdvisor. What to See in Florence: The Top 10 Attractions - TripAdvisor Of course savvy tourists want more
than a day in Florence, Italy! But cruise ships and jam-packed itineraries leave groups here with a mere 12 Florence
Super Saver: Best of Florence Walking Tour, Accademia Book your tickets online for Artviva: The Original & Best
Tours Italy, Florence: See 2117 reviews, articles, and 420 photos of Artviva: The Original & Best Tours 11 Best Things
to Do in Florence Travel English indie rock back Florence + The Machine emerged in 2008 and since has become a
favorite across the globe with vocals lead by Tours in Florence - TripAdvisor What to see in Florence in just 2 days?
These are our suggestions on what you should definitely not miss if youre in Florence for just two days. A Day In
Florence, Italy? Do This, Not That HuffPost Florence travel guide on the best things to do in Florence. 10Best
reviews restaurants, attractions, nightlife, clubs, bars, hotels, events, and shopping in Florence. One day in Florence: 10
things you HAVE to do! Around Tuscany Top Florence Tours: See reviews and photos of tours in Florence, Italy on
TripAdvisor. The best spa hotels in Florence Telegraph Travel Its no wonder Florence was rated the best city in
Europe in our 2015 Readers Choice Awards. Its as rich in history as it is in cultureand if Florence attractions - The
Telegraph Get recommendations on the top Florence attractions (what to see, where to go) of the Last Judgement by
16th-century painter and best-selling author (Lives Learn more about this innovative museum here, and find out about
the Firenze Card, the best deal for entrance to many of Florences museums. Things to Do in Florence: 30 Ideas - This
Is My Happiness #1 Piazza della Signoria. #1 in Florence. #2 Duomo (Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore) #2 in
Florence. #3 Piazzale Michelangelo. #3 in Florence. #4 Uffizi Gallery (Galleria degli Uffizi) #4 in Florence. #5
Baptistry (Battistero) #5 in Florence. #6 Galleria dellAccademia. #7 Palazzo Pitti. #8 Basilica di Santa Croce. The 10
Best Florence Restaurants 2017 - TripAdvisor Book your tickets online for the top things to do in Florence, Italy on
TripAdvisor: See 285642 traveller We have reviews of the best places to see in Florence. The 10 Best Florence Tours,
Excursions & Activities 2017 - Best of Florence, Italy. Get ready to pack your bags and explore the birthplace of the
Renaissance. Here are reasons why you should visit Tuscanys capital city. Things to do in Florence: Italy City Guide
by 10Best - I know this wont be popular with the art haters out there, but the Uffizi Gallery is definitely my pick for the
#1 thing to do in Florence. Its easily the best collection The Best of Florence Walking Tour musement An expert
guide to the top spa hotels in Florence, including the best for swimming pools, hot tubs, hammams, saunas, and
luxurious treatments, The 10 best Florence + The Machine songs - AXS Skip the line to see Michelangelos David and
enjoy a full Florence walking tour, including the Florence Duomo and the best of the city with a local guide. 20
amazing things to do in Florence - Time Out The Best of Florence in 2 Days - Visit Florence But Florence isnt a
Renaissance theme park: its a living city, with plenty to Piscina Comunale Costoli is the best its 50 metres long with
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